Abstract. In 1986 Paw lucki and Pleśniak introduced the notion of uniformly polynomially cuspidal (UPC) sets and proved that every relatively compact and fat subanalytic subset of R n satisfies the UPC condition. Herein we investigate the UPC property of the sections of a relatively compact open subanalytic set E ⊂ R k × R n and we show that two of the three parameters in the UPC condition can be chosen independently of the section, while the third one depends generally on the point defining the section.
Introduction
Let E ⊂ R n be non-empty. In [PP] Paw lucki and Pleśniak introduced the following notion: Definition 1.1. The set E is said to be uniformly polynomially cuspidal (or UPC for short), if it satisfies the following UPC condition: there exist positive constants M, m, d > 0 with d ∈ N, such that for each point x ∈ E one may choose a polynomial map h x : R → R n of degree ≤ d, satisfying
(1) h x (0) = x, h x ((0, 1]) ⊂ E; (2) dist(h x (t), R n \ E) ≥ Mt m , t ∈ [0, 1], x ∈ E, where the distance is computed in the euclidean norm. Then we write E ∈ UP C(M, m, d).
Remark 1.2. Condition (2) clearly implies the second part of condition (1) in the definition. At the same time, the latter implies that in condition (2) one may replace the distance from R n \ E by the distance from the boundary ∂E. It is also easy to see that a UPC set E is fat, i.e. E = int E.
Since we will be dealing with subanalytic sets let us shortly recall the basic definitions. Semianalytic sets were introduced by S. Lojasiewicz (see [ L] ) and led in a natural way to the notion of subanalyticity (the class of subanalytic sets is the smallest boolean algebra closed under projections and including the class of semianalytic sets). For a detailed study of subanalytic geometry we refer the reader to the survey [DS] .
Let M be a real analytic variety. Throughout this paper we shall deal with M = R m .
Definition 1.3. (cf. [ L] ) A set E ⊂ M is called semianalytic, if for each point a ∈ M one may choose a neighbourhood U ∋ a and a finite family of real analytic functions on U, say f i , g ij , i = 1, . . . , r, j = 1, . . . , s, such that In [PP] corollary 6.6 states that every relatively compact subanalytic subset E ⊂ R n which is fat is UPC. As a matter of fact it is a straightforward consequence of theorem 6.4 of [PP] being a refinement of the Bruhat-Cartan-Wallace curve selecting lemma.
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Auxiliary results
In this part we shall state and prove some facts which in turn will be most helpful in the main part. Let π :
We begin with the following theorem from [ LW] (see also [DS] ):
Theorem 2.1. (Regular separation with parameter.) Let A, B ⊂ R m × R n two relatively compact subanalytic sets. Then there exists a positive constant r > 0 such that for all x ∈ π(A ∩ B) the inequality
holds for some C(x) > 0. Moreover, the function C : π(A ∩ B) → (0, +∞) may be required to be subanalytic.
Remark 2.2. The inequality ( * ) is called Lojasiewicz inequality and the sets A x and B x satisfying it are said to be regularly separated.
From this theorem we derive the following Lojasiewicz inequality with parameter:
Let f x (y) := f (x, y) for x ∈ π(Ω) and y ∈ Ω x . Then there exists an exponent r > 0 such that for each x ∈ π(Ω)
Moreover the function C : π(Ω) → (0, +∞) may be chosen to be subanalytic.
Proof. Let A be the graph of f and B := Ω×{0}. Both are subanalytic subsets of
x (0)) and so theorem 2.1 gives the result.
For the convenience of the reader we will shortly recall the notion of definable cell decomposition for the o-minimal structure of (totally) subanalytic sets (see e.g. [C] ). 
of a continuous subanalytic (and analytic) function f :
where C ′ is a (sub)analytic cell in R m−1 and f j : C ′ → R ∪ {±∞} are two continuous subanalytic (and analytic) functions such that f 1 < f 2 on C ′ and f j has either values in R or is constant.
Note that an analytic cell is always an analytic manifold. Let now A be a finite family of subanalytic sets in R m .
Definition 2.5. We say that a family of (sub)analytic cells in R m , say C , is a (sub)analytic cell decomposition, if the family C is finite, its elements are pairwise disjoint, C = R m and {π(C) | C ∈ C } is a (sub)analytic cell decomposition of R m−1 , where π is the natural projection onto the first m − 1 coordinates. We say that C is adapted to (or: compatible with) the family A , if for any C ∈ C , A ∈ A , one has either C ⊂ A or C ∩ A = ∅.
Recall that for any finite family of subsets of R m , definable in an ominimal structure on the field R, there is a definable cell decomposition of R m adapted to that family (for all these notions see e.g. [C] ). Then for any fixed k > 0, taking a refinement of this decomposition we achieve a definable cell decomposition of class C k . Now recall Tamm's lemma (see [DS] ): Lemma 2.6. Let Ω ⊂ R m be open and let f : Ω → R be a subanalytic function, locally bounded in R m . Then there exists a k ∈ N such that for each x ∈ Ω, if f is of class C k in x, then f is analytic in x.
From this lemma along with the preceding observation we easily derive the following theorem on analytic cell decomposition. Indeed, for cells given by bounded subanalytic functions one may take a refinement of the decomposition so as to get C k functions for an appropriate k > 0, whence, by Tamm's lemma, analytic cells.
Theorem 2.7. Let E ⊂ R m be a bounded subanalytic set. Then there exists a finite decomposition of E into a disjoint sum of analytic cells.
Let us introduce two useful notations for the closed and the open unit cube in R
n :
and I := I 1 , J := J 1 . Since we will follow the main idea of [PP], we shall need the following 'parameter version' of [PP] proposition 6.3:
be a bounded open subanalytic set and let π(z, w) = z be the natural projection. Then (i) For each point z ∈ π(E) there is a finite number, say s z , of subanalytic mappings ϕ
Remark 2.9. Note that adding constant functions we may always assume that s z = s for all z ∈ π(E).
We shall need the following two lemmata:
Lemma 2.10. Let N ⊂ R k z be subanalytic and let F ⊂ N × (−c, c) be a subanalytic relatively compact set such that π(F ) = N, where π(z, t) = z is the natural projection. Then the functions
Proof. Similarly to [DW] it suffices to observe that
Lemma 2.11. Let E ⊂ R k z ×R w be a bounded analytic cell and π(z, w) = z the natural projection. Then there exists a subanalytic function
Proof. We consider two cases: [C] ). Consider then the intersection of the closure of the graph with N × R:
It is a bounded subanalytic set in R k × R lying all over N. Set now
By the previous lemma both these functions are subanalytic and so is
is an analytic prism given by two bounded subanalytic and analytic functions over π(E) and such that f 1 < f 2 . Then we set ξ ′ (z, u, t) = (1 − t 2 ) f 2 (z) − f 1 (z) 2 u + f 2 (z) + f 1 (z) 2 for (z, u, t) ∈ π(E) × I × [−1, 1]. Now let (1) First suppose that n = 1. Then by theorem 2.7 we may assume that E is an analytic cell. The previous lemma gives the assertion for analytic cells (with s z = 1). The theorem for n = 1 follows now easily.
(2) Assume n > 1. As earlier, we may suppose E ⊂ R
